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Abstract

Escape is a schematic-entry program with a built-in animated simulator. In this thesis is
studied whether, and how, the built-in simulator can be distributed over various processors.

Before a parallel version of Escape could be designed, the old sequential version was studied.
Escape uses a discrete timing model, which inc1udes an implicit form of parallelism. Escape
has an implicit parallelism, but it is "fine grained". This is a problem, because the parallel
version has to run on a network, which is usually slow. A second difficulty is the very tight
connection between the simulator and the other parts of the program, e.g. the animation,
which is done during a simulation.
Timing measurements show that the execution time needed for the evaluation of one module is
of the same order as the communication delay. Other measurements show bursts of generated
and evaluated events during the simulation. Unlike most simulators, the number of events is
determined by the design being simulated. This is the major reason why efficient partitioning
is not possible.

The same problems arise also in parallellanguages, which is why they are also studied. Escape
can be modelled in one of them: "Linda". By modelling Escape in Linda, the parallelism of
Escape can be studied, without deciding about implementation details regarding collllllunica
tion.

Communication is studied also. Two LANs are tested, an Apollo token-ring and an Ethernet
LAN. The COllllllunication delay on the Apollo ring seems to be unpredictable. The results on
the Ethernet LAN were better, although they did not confirm earlier assumptions. Because
the collllllunication delays on the Ethernet LAN can be predicted more dependably, and the
computers in this LAN are faster, the research has been concentrated on that network.
The number of messages has to be minimised, even if that implies longer messages. The
measurements demonstrate this c1early.

The results of these previously discussed topics can be used to develop a distributed version
of Escape. Some design resolutions are made. A master-slave type of parallelism has to be
used. Communication between the master and the slaves is performed with commands and
answers. A command is sent by the master, but only to a slave which has answered the
previous commando
To be sure that all processes use the same name for modules, nets and variables all should
read the same behaviour file. This takes pIace just before real simulation starts.
All workers cache all transmitted data to reduce communication. But only the master knows,
which cashed data is valid.

The conc1usion of the studies are: it is possible to develop a parallel version of Escape, but
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it will not he much faster than the current version. A parallel version will he more flexihle
and more powerful than a sequential Escape.
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Chapter

Parallel Simulation

The complexity of chips increases very rapidly. Tools are developed to cope with this increased

complexity. At the Eindhoven University of Technology the Design Automation Section is

working on different tools. Also, simulation tools are developed to verify a design.

Escape is a tooI to capture and simulate design data. The most important feature of Escape

is the combination of both schematic-entry and simulation. A design in Escape consists of

modules, which are connected by wires. A module is represented by a graphical representation

and a behaviour. A behaviour is a lisp-like l program that specifies the outputs of the module

as a function of the inputs and its state. If an input of a module changes, the module's

behaviour is evaluated.

Escape uses a discrete time model: at every timepoint zero or more modules can be evaluated.

Modules that are scheduled for the same discrete timepoint are considered to be handled in

parallel.

In principle all modules scheduled for the same time can be evaluated in parallel. However, the

current version of Escape runs on one processor only. All modules are handled sequentially.

In this thesis is examined whether it is possible to develop a simulator that distributes the

modules across several processors.

There are two major reasons why a parallel simulator is wanted.

1. Simulating modules in parallel will be faster than simulating them one after another.

2. A parallel simulator will be more flexible.

Evaluating modules in parallel should be faster than a sequential evaluation. However it

might introduce some overhead due to the communication of messages.

1.1 Organization and Notation

Organization The organization of this thesis is simpIe. Three topics which are needed to

develop a parallel version of Escape, are studied. In chapter 2 the simulator of Escape is

lOther (executable) languages are also suited.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. PARALLEL 8IMULATION

studied. In chapter 3 parallel languages are studied and Escape is modelled in "Linda". This

is done because creating a distributed version of Escape is not as trivial as it seems. The

communication between processes is handled in chapter 4, some performance measurements

of two networks are inc1uded. In chapter 5 is described how a parallel version could be made.

Notation In this thesis a few algorithms will be presented. Most of the time a pseudo-C

language will be used. A procedure parameter is followed with an exc1amation-mark ("!"), if

it is used as input data for the procedure. A question-mark ("?") is prefixed to the parameter,

ifit is used for output. In this case the called procedure can assign a value to that parameter,

which will be returned to the calling procedure.

Input parameters can not change. AIso, the value of an output parameter can not be read by

the called procedure.

An input parameter can be combined with an output parameter, to reduce the use of pa

rameters and typing. In that case, the parameter has both an exc1amation-mark and a

question-mark.

calling:

faa(in!, ?aut, ?bath!);

is the same as:

{

bath_in := bath;

faa(in! ?aut, bath_in!, ?bath_aut);

bath := bath_out;
}



Chapter

Escape

HistoricalOverview

Since Escape has a long history, a short overview will be given.

Escape started under the name "Escher', which was a schematic entry program. The graphics

interface was implemented using the ApollojDomain GPR package (1986). After this initial

version, a number of different versions have been made, adjusted to individual users. The two

most important extensions are:

1. An interactive simulator with animations to simulate a design (1987) and

2. Porting the graphics to an X-Window System environment (1989).
From 1990 the current version is being developed and it is still being improved. It uses X

Windows to display graphics and has a built-in simulator. The user interface of this new

version is completely redesigned. The program recently got a new name: Escape.

The new version is superior to the old version. The user interface became better and the

number of possibilities has grown. However, the simulator is only improved slightly There are

a lot of methods to improve the simulator. One way is to change the simulation language.

This will be done in the near future. Now the simulation language is a lisp like language

which has to be interpreted. Plans exist to change the internal representation to a stack

based machine: so it will execute faster. Another improvement is some kind of hierarchical

simulation. The current version is capable of doing this. Although hierarchical simulation is

not implemented in the version described in this chapter, it makes no real difference for my

study.

A parallel simulator

Another possibility to improve the simulator is described in this thesis. The simulation of a

design seems to be exactly the same. But a network of computers is being used to perform

the simulations, instead of one computer. Parallel simulation will not only be more powerful

but also more flexible. It will be possible to simulate a design consisting of modules with

behaviours that are described in different languages. Some descriptions will use the (old) lisp

like language while others will use another language.

Before the parallel simulator can be developed, the simulator of the old program has to be

studied. The simulation algorithm and some data structures will be described in this chapter.

3



4 CHAPTER 2. ESCAPE

First of all a short overview of Escape will be given. The reader is assumed to be familiar

with Escape, therefore it is not a fuil description of the ins and outs of Escape.

2.1 Overview of escape

The easiest way to introduce Escape, is describing its appearance on the screen. On the screen

a lot of modules with input, output and bidirectional terminals are being displayed. Those

terminals are connected with lines, which represent the communication channels between the

modules. Each line can be a "wire" or a "bus" of wires. Both will be called "net". Busses

can be connected fuily or partiaIly.

Every wire can transmit an integer value.

Aside from the graphical representation, modules also can have a behaviour to simulate the

design. If one or more input terminals get a new value, the behaviour of the module is

evaluated. During the evaluation of a module, an output terminal can get a new value after a

programmabIe delay. This is done with a delay statement "(delay d term_wire value {kind})".

A new event (output change) is scheduled in «d» timepoints. At that time the value of

term_wire becomes value. The modules that get a new input value have to be evaluated.

The optional parameter «kind» determines what kind of event is scheduled:

normal

refrain

trigger

canceled

interrupt

a module is evaluated iff the net value is changedj

no evaluationj

always an evaluation (something like a doek input);

no net effect (for internal use)j

interrupts simulation.

Usually only the first three are used. When a module has several changed inputs, the module

is evaluated only once.

Simulation examples

In this rapport three standard examples will be used:

Life is a simple simulation of Conway's game of life on a board of 5 by 5 fieldsj

Rail is a more complex simulation of a simple railway layout with a few trains and a block

control system;

Kulisch is a very complex simulation; the number of modules is high. It simulates a design

of the Kulisch chip (see [FT90], [Tan92]).
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Only the last one is a simulation of an electrical circuit, the other two are demo examples.

They can be used as benchmarks for a distributed version of Escape. They all have a different

simulation behaviour (see sec. 2.3.2; pg. 12):

Life has a dock which triggers all modules; all other events are of the refrain type.

Rail has a busy initialization with a peak of about 1000 simultaneous events. After initializa

tion there are long periods without events.

Kulisch produces very much events; most of the delay statements schedule a new event at the

same timepoint or one timepoint later.

2.2 The simulator

2.2.1 The simulation algorithm

Escape uses an event-driven simulation algorithm, which results in a simple basic algorithm

(alg. 2.1). Ta initialize, all modules are evaluated once. This produces an initial event queue,

which is extended with events during the simulation. The simulation algorithm itself consists

of four nested loops. The first loop will be executed once for all values of « simtime» . For

the moment we skip the existence of loop 2 and enter loop 3, after we have set all nets to

their new values. Loop 3 will execute loop 4 for all modules which have a changed output

at «simtime». In this inner loop, all modules which have a changed input will have their

behaviour executed. During the evaluation, same delay statements (alg 2.2) can be executed.

This statement will schedule events in the future by adding them to the event queue.

Ta handle O-delay properly loop 2 is needed. This loop will run loop 3 again whenever events

are added at the same timepoint. In this way it is possible to add events to the current

simtime without conflicts. Every time loop 3 is executed the new net values are being used,

but during this loop na net values are changed.

Ta distinguish between all runs of loop 2 (one run of loop 1) and one run of loop 2 , the

farmer is called a timestamp (all events that have the same «simtime» ), and the latter is

called a subtime(stamp).

8
1
1
I~ 1

2
subtime

(

1 I
3 4

timestamp timestamp
') r-1

, 1,1 1 I I
'" ",567

subtime subtime
9

--__I (sub)time

Figure 2.1: The time axis of escape
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void simulateO
{

int simtime, subtime;
var output;
var module;
FOR EVERY module DO

Execute_behaviour(module!);

simtime := 0; subtime := 0;
WHILE simtime < Limit DO

{

CHAPTER 2. ESCAPE

# initialize modules

#loop 1

REPEAT #loop 2
{

Unchain_current_outputs(simtime!); # new events on separate list
Assign_new_net_values();
FOR ALL output_changes_on (simtime!) DO #loop 3

{

Take_an_output(?output);
FOR ALL input_connected_with (output!) DO

{
#1oop4

Get_a_module(?module);
Execute_behaviour(module!); # may execute 11 (delay d ... ) 11

}

}

subtime++;
}

UNTIL no_outputs_changes_left;
simtime++; subtime := 0;

}
}

Algorithm 2.1: Basic simulation algorithm in Escape

void delay(?d, ?output, ... )
int d;
par output;

{

int newtime;

newtime := simtime + d;
Schedule_output_change(newtime!, output!);

}

Algorithm 2.2: Adding new events
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typedef struct _DESIGN {
char *design_name;
char *lib_name;
BEHAVIOUR *behaviour;
SYMBOL_TABLE *symboltable;
CIRCUIT_PTR circuit;
long id; 1* we need a unique number for workers*1

} DESIGN;

Algorithm 2.3: Design data, important fields

2.2.2 Data structure

Escape uses the following three data structures for the simulation part:

• The EVENT data struct,

• The DESIGN data struct, and

• The INSTANCE data struct.

The first one is used to store all events in one subtime and is discussed m the scheduler

section. [see sec. 2.2.3; pg. 8].

The other two are used to store data of modules and are discussed here.

Design The design data structure (alg. 2.3) is used to store (global) data for all modules

of the same kind, e.g. an AND-port with 2 inputs. For every kind of module one design data

struct is used.

In the struct the name of the module and the graphical representation are stored. For the

simulator the filename where the behaviour can be found and a pointer to the read behaviour

are stored. To simulate a particular module, this global description is used.

To store the simulation data of a module, two symboltables are used. One of them is the

design symbol tabIe, where the information about the data is stored. This includes the data

kind (terminal, local or state; see next paragraph) and an offset to locate the data-values.

The long «id» is added for the distributed version, see sec. 3.5.1; pg. 26.

Instanee For each (instance of a) module an instanee data structure is used to store the

information specific data of that module (instance) (alg. 2.4). This includes information

about the terminals and the name of the instance. Also simulation data can be found here.

A module can use four kinds of data; three of them use the symbol tables to access the data.

The data types which are stored in the symbol table are:

• Local variables (only valid during one execution of the module);

• State variables (is valid during the whole simulation (like "statie" in C); and
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typedef struct _INSTANCE {
char *name;
DESIGN_PTR tref;
LINK input_terms;
LINK output_terms;
LINK other_terms;
ActualParmObj aplist;
INST_SYMBOLTABLE *symbol_table;
long id; 1* we need a unique id; (see sec. 3.6.1; pg. 28) *1

} INSTANCE;

Algorithm 2.4: Instanee data, important fields

• Terminal data (the net values).

The fourth data kind "actuaf' is stored separately in instance field «aplist». Accessing the

value of an actual, implies searching the list. We will ignore aetuals most of the time; they

can be stored in a state variabIe, if needed. The other three can be accessed in constant time.

The values of the local and state variables are stored in the symbol tabIe. The «terminal»

value is not stored there, but can be found using the stored pointer.

The way the two symbol tables are used to store the data is showed schematidy in fig 2.2.

2.2.3 Scheduling

Scheduling in Escape is simpIe, because all events in a subtime can be scheduled concurrent.

Because only one process is used, those events are handled one by one. One or more modules

have to be evaluated for every event, since an event is an output-change. Whenever a module

has two (or more) inputs that change at the same subtime the module is twice triggered to

be evaluated. However, the module is evaluated only once, the second evaluation is skipped.

A distributed Escape can schedule all events in one subtime parallel. When there are more

events than processors, several events have to be executed on each processor. For an efficient

schedule, the modules that have to be evaluated, need to be collected first. Skipping events

on the fiy, like in the current version, is not desirabIe. In this case a good schedule over the

processors can not be obtained.

2.2.4 A distributed version, a look forward

The parallelism in Escape is deal'. It is simple to implement it on a shared memory multipro

cessor. However, our purpose is not a parallel version, but a distributed version. This means

shared memory can not be used, but communication has to be done with messages that are
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OFFSET
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0
0
0
0
0

~rt...ptr == port
uS_Index == b-1
+ OFFSET

value == .....

port-ptr == ....

0oo

Bus size = b; (b>=!)

OFFSET (x) == " port -> offset"

Left: desigo symbol tabIe;
desigo->symboltable->table

Right: iostaoce symbol tabIe;
iostaoce->symboLtable

Figure 2.2: The symbol tables, an example

transported across a network. This is slow, compared to memory access. The time it takes

to pass a message depends on the kind of network and its speed. In literature a typical delay

of about 4rns can be found for an Ethernet LAN.

When the communication delay is only a fraction of the calculation time between two com

munications, the delay due to the communication is low. This is called course grained. When

the difference between the two times is small , the influence of the communication is high.

This is called fine grained.

In Escape, the evaluation time of a module is short. This means the parallelism of Escape is

fine grained. Therefore the overhead introduced with the distribution has to be minimized,

otherwise Escape will be slowed down.

Roughly speaking the time needed for evaluating a module is of the same order as com

munication delay. Hence, just making a distributed scheduler will not be sufficient, the

communication overhead using such a scheduler can be too high.

2.3 Measurements

The basic function of the simulator of Escape is "execute_behaviour". It evaluates one module

and is called by the scheduler. In a distributed Escape, this function (or a similar one) will
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run on all processors.

Some measurements have been done to study this function: which functions do a call to "exe

cute-behaviour', which functions are called by execute_behaviour, how often is execute_behaviour

called and how long takes a caU to "execute_behaviour"? The results of those measurements

can not be exact, because they depend on the design that is being simulated. The execution

time also depends on the type of computer.

A second type of measurement is called "the heartbeat" of a simulation. The heartbeat is

a recording of (a part of) one simulation. The heartbeat diagram shows how much events

are created (with a delay statement) and how much events have to be handled in every

subtimestamp. We did heartbeat measurements for the three examples.

2.3.1 Simulation-independent measurements

The measurements can be divided into two parts. Measurements that depend on the simulated

design and measurements that do not depend on the design. The former measurements will

be discussed in the next section. In this section the simulation independed measurements are

presented.

The question "which function calls which function?" is hard to answer for a program like

Escape. Firstly, the number offunctions is too high to give a straightforward answer. Secondly,

Escape is not only a simulator, therefore not all functions are interesting; but uninteresting

functions might call a function which is interesting. The third reason is that a lot offunctions

("below execute_behaviour") are called indirect (with a function-pointer). The exact function

which is being called depends on the behaviour. Although those functions are different, they

all are being used to evaluate the behaviour. They also have a similar execution time.

The solution to this dilemma is: do not look at every function separately, but at classes of

functions. Functions doing similar things, are placed in one class. The uninteresting functions

also are hidden in a class. The question becomes now: "which class calls which class?".

This question is solved by analyzing Escape with "gprof" and analyzing the code of Escape.

Since the function calls are short the resolution of gprof is bad. Therefore only global answers

can be given. Numerical results are not accurate.

A large class we have to "define" is F_FUNCTIûN, which contains all functions that interprets

the behaviour language. The most important function in F_FUNCTIûN is Feval(), called by

execute_behaviour. Also, some functions in F_FUNCTIûN can make (recursive) function calls

to F_FUNCTIûN. Feval() makes calls to almost aU members of F_FUNCTIûN. A second

important function is Fdelay(), which makes a call outside F_FUNCTIûN to schedule a new

event.
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Figure 2.3: Who calls who
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A second class is the class ADD_EVENT , containing functions to add an event (scheduleEvent(),

newEvent() and appendEvent() ). This class is called from Fdelay() (F_FUNCTIûN).

The next class, EXEC, contains the functions execute_behaviour and iniUocalvars. The func

tions in this class start the interpretation of a module behaviour by calling F _FUNCTIûN.

Class SIM contains the simulation algorithm. The algorithm is divided into the functions

simulate (loop 1 & 2) and processEventlist (loop 3 & 4). The function show_simtime also

belongs to this class.

Reading the behaviour file is done in class READ. This is a large class too: it contains the

functions read_behaviour, openfile, closefile, proces_initlist, iniLsim and some setup and init

functions.

The last class is RESET, it contains the functions reseLsinLcb() and startup_simulator(). This

class initializes the simulation.

Other functions in Escape are not needed for the simulator, or are not important for the

simulation.

Figure 2.3 demonstrates how easy the question can be answered, when the functions are

divided into classes. ADD_EVENT is called by F_FUNCTIüN, which is called by EXEC. EXEC

in turn is called by SIM, which is called by RESET. The class READ is only called during

initialization, then also EXEC is called by RESET directly.

Because the hierarchy between the functions is this simpIe, it is easy to spread the functions

over some processes. It is e.g. possible to execute the functions (classes) ADD_EVENT and

F_FUNCTIûN on a separate processor. The interface between EXEC and F_FUNCTIûN has to

be changed in this case. Other divisions are also possible.
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Figure 2.4: The heartbeat of the kulisch chip

2.3.2 Simulation-dependent measurements

The number of caUs to F_FUNCTIüN varies, depending on the simulated design. Therefore

the execution time of execute_behaviour depends on the module being simulated. Also the

number of times ADD_EVENT is caUed depends completelyon the simulated design. The result

is that the number of events at every (sub )timestamp can be determined only at runtime.

The number of events at every subtimestamp is being recorded. A diagram representing

those numbers is caUed the "heartbeat" of the simulation. It does not matter how many

subtimestamps are within one timestamp: the diagram only gives the number of events in

every subtimestamp, without a separation to timestamps.

The execution time needed to evaluate a module can be measured by counting the execution

time of execute_behaviour and its descendants. Because this execution time is very short (but

execute_behaviour is executed very often) it can not be measured for every single caU. By

running a simulation for a while, the average execution time can be calculated.

By measuring the average execution time for the three examples, a kind of interval of possible

execution times can be obtained. However, it is alway possible to make more complex modules,

so the execution time can be increased as much as wanted. In fig 2.7 the results of this

measurements are shown. The times are measured with gprof on an Apollo (68040jmuP)

computer. The exact times are not important, because they will be different on another

system. The measurement clearly demonstrates that Escape is fine grained. Therefore the

communication overhead has to be minimized.
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Figure 2.7: Average execution times of execute_behaviour.
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2.4 Conclusions

Escape is a complex program because the simulator is connected very tightly with the rest

of the program and it is highly interactive. It gives the user the possibility to stop the

simulation, make some changes to the design and simulate it again. Animation is used to

present simulation results to the user.

This all complicates the development of a distributed version.

The second problem is the execution time of execute_behaviour, the central function of Es

cape's simulator. This time is variabIe but it is always small (a few milliseconds). It is of

the same order as the communication time. (This will be shown in another chapter). The

communication overhead has to be minimized in order to prevent the distributed Escape is

to be slower than the current one.

When the distributed version has to be (much) faster than the sequentia! version, the COlll

munication has to be done extremely good. Fortunately, this is not our only purpose. More

important is a more flexible, hence more powerful version. However, it should not be slower:

we want it to be as fast as possible.

The third problem is the behaviour of Escape. As the heartbeats of the three exampIes show,

Escape 's behaviour is not predictabIe at compile time. Therefore the distributed simulation

algorithm (particular the scheduler) has to be flexible enough for all possible heartbeats.

Distributed animation is not a big problem in a X-environment; several processors can sent

the X-events directly to the X-server. Even more simpIe, the animation can be done in the

master-program, and the workers could send animation commands to the master.

The second problem, the execution time of execute_behaviour will always be aproblem. If we

have a solution to do it just fast enough, then it will be too slow for a computer, which is a

little bit faster.

The behaviour of the simulator is not known at compile time, as has been shown with the

heartbeat measurements. Therefore the distributed scheduler of Escape's simulator has to be

flexible.



Chapter

Parallelism

In the previous chapter has been shown that Escape is not easy to distribute, although it has

an implicit form of parallelism. The main reason is that the parallelism is fine grained.

The heartbeats of the three examples have shown that the behaviour of Escape depends on

the simulated design. One could say that the simulator is "programmed" with the design and

the behaviour of the modules.

Using a (extreme) point of view, Escape can be seen as an interpreter/compiler for a dis

tributed, parallel language. This is possible because there is an input language and the

parallelism is clearly distributed. The input language is a very strange one. It consists of the

layout of a design and the behaviour files. Looking more abstract, we can see a module as one

(very powerful and complex) instruction. The design layout can been seen as program-code.

The parallelism of Escape is obvious. All events in the same subtime can be executed parallel

(see chap 2). When the communication overhead is ignored, a minimal execution time for

a simulation is achieved when all modules in a subtimestamp are evaluated parallel. Of

course the number of processors needed would be tremendousj for Rail about 1000 processors

are needed to handle the peak of events during initialization1 . If the number of processors

is limited, the maximal speedup is equal to the number of processors. If the number of

processors is at least equal to the minimal number of events (0 can be ignored), this can be

achieved. Hence, a good performance should be possible if the average number of modules

which have to be evaluated is equal to the number of processors.

The number of computers is quite low (5 to 10) in our case and the average number of

modules that have to be evaluated is high (the tree examples: 25 to 100). Therefore it should

be possible to achieve the maximal available speedup.

In this chapter a short study of some parallel languages will be done. Mainly, a parallel

language called Linda is studied. The reason for choosing Linda is simpIe. The language

is simpIe, powerful, and can be used as a "pseudo-Ianguage" for modelling Escape. In the

second part of this chapter, Escape will be modelled using Linda.

1 This is not completely true; the number of modules in Rail is less then 600, only that number of processors
is needed. Most modules are triggered several times.

15
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3.1 Why do we look at parallellanguages?

A distributed version of Escape has to be fiexible, because the behaviour of Escape is deter

mined at runtime. Secondly, it will run on workstations that are also used by other users.

This means that the load of the computers can vary considerably. Of course we don't want a

dramatic decrease in performance, when somebody starts a compile job on his computer: if

the load of a machine increases, Escape should (dynamicly) decrease the use of that machine.

Doing this by calculating the load of a system and only use it if the load is below a threshold

is not possible. Consider the use of such a threshold: if all systems have a high load, then no

system would be used.

A similar problem arises if not all systellls have the same hardware. In this case the faster

systems can be used more intensively than the slower ones.

The last problem also is related to the first one. If the network traffic is high, colIlllIunication

delays increase. In this case it would be the best solution only to use the host computer

temporarily and avoid all networking.

The dynamic behaviour needed for Escape, can also be found in some parallel languages.

By studying those languages, I hope to find a way to implement this dynalllic behaviour in

Escape. In parallel languages, this dynalllic behaviour is usually called "load balancing".

Looking at parallel languages, I did not look at the syntax of the language, but at the way

processes communicate, how they the share data, etc. Shortly, the ideas behind the languages

and their implementation are important.

3.1.1 Why Linda?

The number of parallel languages is very high. Some of thelll are a parallel version of an

existing (sequential) language, while others are new. Another partitioning can be done in the

kind of languages: a functionallanguage, a logic language or a procedurallanguage, etc. (See

e.g [GJ90], [BaI89], [CG89], [BA90] and [CG90bJ)

I have only looked at languages that are procedural; parallel versions of e.g. Prolog are

ignored.

Although I have studied severallanguages, I will concentrate on one: Linda.

I have chosen Linda because it is easy to understand, because Linda is not really a language

itself, but an extension for procedural languages like C. The Linda version using Cas base

language, is called Linda-C and is mostly used. Most of the code is silllply C. Other base

languages are e.g. Modula-2 and Fortran.

Although Linda-C is an extension of C, it also is a new language. It has its own compiler,
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and can not be implemented effectively as a library.2 But the syntax and most statements

are simply C.

In Linda we can model all kinds of parallelism: shared memory, message passing and living

data structures. Even though it offers all these possibilities, Linda is a simple language. The

Linda extension uses only six extra statements, of which three are hardly used.

In the next section I will give a short overview of Linda , a full description can be found in

[ACG86], [KB89] and [Ge185].

Some other parallel languages that have been studied, are described in section 3.3

3.2 Linda

In Linda (we usually mean Linda-C) are six extra functions: INO, aUTO, READO, EVALO,

TRY_INO and TRLREADO. The last two are non blocking versions of INO and READO. They

are hardly ever used. The functions 1NO and READO are input functions (as are TRY_INO and

TRY_READO). aUTO and EVALO are output functions. All six functions work on a global data

structure, which is shared by all processes. This data structure is called the Tuple Space

All input and output into the Tuple Space is done with tupIes. We can think of a tuple as

an ordered set of typed data or place holders ("formals" ). In Linda-C tuples are made up

from normal variables, so a Linda call looks exactly the same as a call to other functions.

The number of parameters, however can vary. Also the meaning is a little different. Unlike

normal functions a parameter can get a value, when it is used as a formal.

If we output a tuple (auTO or EVALO) we put a complete tuple in Tuple Space. An input

(INO or READO) receives a complete tuple from Tuple Space. When no matching tuple is

found in the Tuple Space, the process doing the input is blocked until some other process

puts a matching tuple into the Tuple Space. The "try" input versions never block. With a

matching tuple, they act similar as normal input functions. Otherwise, instead of blocking,

they return a "False". Tuples are always "moved" (into or out the Tuple Space) completely.

A partial tuple is never moved.

Both output functions never block: they always put one tuple in Tuple Space. The difference

between aUTO and EVALO is the way the tuple is made. aUTO first creates the tuple, then

puts it into the Tuple Space, while EVALO puts an unevaluated tuple in Tuple Space. This

creates a new process. This new process executes the functions that are described in the tuple,

and eventually creates a normal tuple, which contains the return values of those functions.

This mechanism is called "living data structure" .

The difference between READO and INO is: INO removes a tuple from of Tuple Space, while

2However, e.g. G. T. Schoinas did write such a package, calJed "POSYBL". It is implemented as a library
of the Linda functions and some daemons. It uses only a normal C compiler.
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In("tupl.","not_ven_ln",?T,?S}

in("task","lile",?x,?y}
rd("lile" ,"ceU" ,2,2,?cell}

Figure 3.1: A snapshot of Tuple Space

READO only makes a copy. Both assign values to the formaIs, when used.

Communication can be done with the formals (place holders). When process Aplaces the

tuple "("x" ,23)" in the Tuple Space, and process B executes "read("x" ,?y)", «y» becOlues

23. The question mark is used to notate a formal. While the number of formals is free,

multi-assignment is possible also. Since tuples have no address, process A and B can be on

the same or on different processors. The order of executing the READO and the aUTO does

not matter. But if the read is fi.rst, it has to wait for the out.

is also possible. It can be done with a simple tuple "('s')", that act as a

IN«(s'); # if there no tuple «(s') it will bloek.
OUT('s'); # this will (eventually) unblock one process.

for (i = 0; i < n; i + +)
OUTe s') ; # put «n» tuples es') in the TS.

As we can see in the example, it is possible to put several equal tuples in the Tuple Space.

When we do an input and several tuples match, a random one is chosen.

Synchronization

semaphore:

P(s):

V(s):

init(s,n):

3"2"1 Implementation of Linda

Linda is implemented on different computer systems. Some of them have shared memory,

while others do not. The last systems can be divided into systems with a multiprocessor on

a high speed bus, and computers connected with a network (e.g. a LAN). Even on a LAN,

Linda can give supercomputer performance (see e.g. [WL88]).

Implementation methods of Linda are described in [NJC87]. In this thesis, only the parts

important for Escape are described.

A Linda compiler has two parts, that are different from other compilers: an "Analyzer",

which analyses the tuple flow, and a "runtime-tuple-matcher" . The lat ter is responsible for

matching tupIes, and distributing them across the processors.
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The Linda compiler analyses the tuple-statements In this way, a partitioning of the tuples can

be made. Tuples within a partition can match, while tuples in different partitions never match

(e.g. "('a', 2,3.5)" never matches "('b', TRUE)" ). At runtime, the tuples of different partitions

are stored separately. In this way, a lot of the costly matching can be done at compile time.

Sometimes no runtime matching is needed at runtime. In this case all matching is done at

compile time. (see e.g.[CG90a]).

The runtime system is responsible for matching the tuples, and for distributing them. When

the compiler did a partitioning on the tuples, runtime matching is much faster. Because

matching is Linda specific, it is not important to us. The data distribution is more interesting.

An second reason for studying Linda is the high abstraction level of parallelism. Hence, it is

possible to use Linda as pseudo language for writing parallel programs. This implies that we

can model Escape in pseudo-Linda .

When Linda is implemented on a non-shared memory system, the processors can only commu

nicate by message passing. Although Linda hides that for the programmer, the Tuple Space

can not be stored in shared memory. The tuples have to be stored in local memory and

accessed with messages This can be done in 3 ways:

1. All tuples can be stored on all processors, a aUTO sends a tuple to all processors. In

this way a READO can be done local. Matching a tuple for INO can be searched locally,

but some communication is needed to prevent one tuple is used several times.

This method is used in the SjNet Linda Kernel ([CG86], [NJC87]).

2. A tuple is stored in the computer in which it is created. Now all matching is done

parallel, but more communication is necessary.

This method uses less memory then the first one.

3. A tuple is hashed, and the hashtable is distributed. Now, all tuple operations, whether

for matching or storing a tuple need to communicate. Only when the needed bucket

is stored local, no communication is needed. Hashing is usually done on the first tuple

field, which has to be a constant.

S.Lucco ([Luc87]) describes an improvement on this. He uses a dynamically redis

tributed hashtable. With his heuristic, the performance on a hypercube system becomes

twice as fast as with a static distributed hashtable.

The third solution is usually implemented on hypercubes. The performance on such a hyper

cube can be very good. Lucco claims the heuristic Linda kernel is less than 10% slower than

direct message passing.

Other implementations on distributed systems also have quite a good performance. Usually,

an almost linear speedup is achieved. However, while matching is an expensive operation, the

overhead is high. Especial1y with fine grained parallelism the overhead is high. However, if a

good partitioning can be made, the matching can be reduced to zero or a few tuples, resulting

in a low overhead.
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The first solution, storing tuples on every processor, is only implemented when broadcast can

be used. When broadcast can not be used, storing data on every processor has to be done

with one message for every processor. Then the cost is «N - 1» communications for every

OUTO with «N» the number of processors.

In general, the second solution is slower than the the first one due to the increased number

of communication. However, with only INO and OUTO statements, the number of commu

nications is equal in both cases.

3.2.2 Can we implement Escape in Linda?

Now we have seen that Linda is an extension to C, the following question can arise. "Is it

possible to implement a (distributed) Escape in Linda?". Escape is already written in C, so

by adding Linda communication, a distributed version can be made easily.

In this section we will argue this is not a good idea. The main reason is that Escape is fine

grained, and will be slow when programmed in Linda

Linda works with Tuple Space instead of addresses. Therefore assigning a variable means

creating a tuple. Reading this variable means searching for a matching tuple. This is expen

sive. On the ENCORE Linda version (shared memory), assigning a tuple and reading it costs

21OJLs, while assigning and reading an integer cost 3JLs (measured with "sum+= i;"). Here,

tuple communication is about 70 times slower.

In a course grained parallel program, 210JLs for matching a tuple is negligible. However, when

the grain is about 4 to 10 ms, as in Escape, one tuple operation extra, will slow down the

program 5 to 10 percent. Even, when the Linda compiler would minÏIllize the number of

communication, this performance loss is too big.

ENCORE Linda has shared memory, so there is no collullunication time delay. The same test

is done on the S/Net Linda kemel. This version has no Analyzer, all matching is done at

runtime, and it uses a high speed bus. The tuples are stored at every processor (model 1).

Executing "sum+= i;" costs 7JLs, a call to a dummy function ("{;}") costs 14JLs.

Creating a tuple (OUTO) costs 1.0ms, this includes communication over the S/Net (80Mbit/sec).

A OUTO/INO combination costs 1.9ms, so the INOcost 0.9ms,including the matching. Read

ing a tuple (READ()) only cost matching: 462JLs.

Again tuple communication is about 70 times slower.

The results presented above are all with "simple tuples", like "('a')". Real tuples (longer;

more fields) are even more expensive. The numbers can be found in: [NJC87].

As has been shown, the loss in performance, when the grain is about 4 to 10 ms, is about 5
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to 10 percent, for every simple tuple tuple operation. In Escape we need at least two com

munications for every module evaluation. The loss in performance, when the communication

overhead and more realistic matching is performed is too high.

Despite the fine grained parailelism, the number of needed matchings willlower when future

Linda compilers become more optimized. Also, LANs can become faster. Then it will be

possible to make a fast Linda version of Escape. Now a Linda version would be too slow.

3.3 Other parallellanguages

3.3.1 Orea

The language "Orca" ([Bal89]) is a parailel language without a central manager process for

shared data, like Linda. It has nothing like a Tuple Space. Instead it uses some kind of

monitors (like Concurrent pascal): "shared data-objeets" A (shared) data-object is some data

together with a few functions that operate on that data. Only those functions can access

the data. Unlike (Con. pascal) monitors, the data is not centralized. Shared data can be

duplicated, either fuil or partia1. Also data can migrate.

Orea runs on several systems. Only when the system supports broadcast, fuil duplication is

done. With (point to point) RPC (Remote Procedure Cail), only partial duplication is used.

While the communication cost is linear with the number of copies, the number of copies is

limited. Only processors that frequently read an object get a copy.

Processes that update a shared data structure (e.g "increment(x)") can send the update

command to the main data struct. This saves communication, because only one command is

sent. Otherwise a request for data has to be sent, whereupon the data is transmitted to the

requester. Possibly, the data is transferred back to the original owner eventually.

Like in Linda (first memory model), Orea uses duplication of data. In Orea however, data is

duplicated only on processors which reaily need the data. In Linda this is usuaily not possible,

because a process is not bound to a processor (at compile time). In Orea the programmer

has to specify the processor for each process.

3.3.2 PIX

PIX ([Le189]) is an extension to NeWS (a "screen-Postscript"). It uses the Linda IN, OUT

and REAO primitives. Unlike Linda , PIX uses dictionary jkey values to store tuples. A key

only has one value, so effectively only two-tuples are used ("name", «value»). Keys with

the same name are queued, like tuples in Linda .
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3.3.3 SVM

The Shared Virtual Memory model (discussed in [LKBT9üJ) is not a language but a paradigm.

In SVM a true shared memory is simulated on a loosely coupled system. Accessing data is

done by addressing the (virtual) memory. When the data is in memory, it is normally accessed.

When addressing a variabIe, which is not in local memory, the system generates an interrupt.

The interrupt routine transfers one page of memory from another system to the local memory.

After this the user program continues, now able to access the variabIe. If the page of memory

is needed again on the same system no new interrupt is needed. However, if another processor

wants to access that page, it is transferred to that system. This approach is comparable to

virtual memory on a normal system, only the virtual memory is shared by several processors.

The disadvantage of such an unstructured virtual shared memory is the number of page faults.

lf one page contain 2 variables, a and b, and processor A accesses only a, while processor B

accesses only b, a lot of superfluous page-faults (and transfers) can be created.

In Linda such superfluous transfers do not appear, while the shared data is not divided into

pages. In Linda the needed data is transferred only.

3.4 Modelling Escape in Linda

Although we can't use Linda as a programming language for Escape we can use it as a pseudo

language. In this section I will give a description of Escape, written in pseudo Linda. Later

it can be translated it into different kinds of parallelism. How to translate parallel programs

into different kind of parallelism is described in e.g. [CG9üb].

In chapter 5 we will describe the development of a distributed Escape, here only the modelling

is done. Also, here we do not look at the animation. Of course it is important, but it can be

added later.

3.4.1 Starting points

execute_behaviour is the basic procedure for the simulator. Functions that are called by

execute_behaviour (the c1ass F _FU NCTION ) evaluate the simulation-language. Those functions

are not allowed to change, basically because we do not want to rewrite the interpreter again.

Evaluation of the simulation language should be independent of the kind of parallelism. A

few changes can be necessary, due to some changes in the data structures.

Roughly speaking, functions in the classes SIM, EXEC and ADD_EVENT will change, because

the (implementation of the) simulation algorithm changes. The functions in F _FUNCTION

have to change a little, if the data structures of the simulator change (line and bus values,
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symbol tables). For the same reason, the functions in READ can change a little.
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The reason for changing the functions in class ADD_EVENT depends on the implementation of

the event queue. There are two possibilities:

First, the event queue is changed and becomes distributed. Then adding a event has to be

done to that distributed data structure. So the functions have to change.

Second, the event queue is not distributed, but centralized in e.g. the master. Then remote

processes can not add an event to that queue, directly. They have to send a message, which

implies the functions have to change.

Without choosing for a central event queue, or a distributed one, we can model it in our

pseudo- Linda . Later, it will be transformed one way or the other.

In class SIM, the simulation algorithm is coded. If we want to simulate in parallel, this code has

to change. Furthermore SIM calls EXEC to execute one module. Of course, remote executing

a module is different from local executing, so the functions in SIM will change.

Now will transform the simulation algorithm of Escape into a (pseudo) Linda version, which

can be distributed. This transformation will be done in a few steps. We take algorithm 2.1 (p. 6)

as a starting point.

Because Escape is not only a simulator, two kinds of processes are needed. One process is

called the "Master", this process is the one that is started by the user; it contains the editor

etc. Other processes will be called "workers" and are only needed for simulation. However,

modelling Escape with a master and some workers does not imply that a master-slave type

of parallelism will be used.

3.4.2 The master

We only need loop 3 and 4: modules that are scheduled in a different subtimestamp are never

parallel executed.

FOR ALL output_changes_on(simtime!) DO {

Take_an_output(?output);

FOR ALL inputs_connected_with(output!) DO {
Get_a_module(?module);

Execute_behaviour(module!);
}

}

Instead of executing all modules one by one, a set of tasks is created. For every module which

has to be executed, a tuple is created. Because a module can be triggered more than once,

it is possible a task-tuple is created several times. This is no problem when using a real set.

Putting tuples in Tuple Space results not in a set, but a bag. To keep the model simpIe, we
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will assume a set can be used. To implement a set instead of a bag implies that all operations

that add a task to the Tuple Space have to be extended with a test to ensure that an element

appears only once in theTuple Space. Because we only want to model Escape, such a test is

an irritating detail.

To execute the modules, the master routine pIaces all tasks in the Tuple Space, and one or

more workers execute the tasks. The workers we need are trivial, so we concentrate on the

master.

Tuples are created instead of executing modules After all task-tuples are created, the master

has to synchronize with the workers. This is done in " WaiLuntiLalUasks_ready()":

FOR ALL output_changes_on(simtime!) DO {

Take_an_output(?output);

FOR ALL inputs_connected_with(output!) DO {

Get_a_module(?module);

out ('module_task', simtime !, subtime !, module!);
}

}

Wait_until_all_tasks_ready();

The above code only uses tuple space communication for the tasks. The next step is to store

the event queue in Tuple Space. The relation between the output and inputs is constant, so

"GeLa-rnodule(?module)" can still be used. If necessary, this information can be copied to

all computers at startup time.

WHILE ( try_in('eventqueue', simtime! , subtime! , ?output) ) DO {

FOR ALL inputs_connected_with(output!) DO {

Get_a_module(?module);

out('module_task', simtime!, subtime!, module!);
}

}

Wait_until_all_tasks_ready();

Events are put on the queue when executing "delay" statements. This is done in the worker.

The master fetches the events from the event queue and put the proper task on the task

queue. Like in the sequential version of Escape, these queues are unordered.

3.4.3 The worker

We also need one or more workers. The implementation of a worker is trivial. It gets a task

and executes it:

FOR EVER DO {

in('module_task', ?simtime, ?subtime, ?module);

execute(module!);
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}

Although it is trivial, there are two important details. One is synchronizing the master and

the worker(s) after loop 3 (" WaiLuntiLalUasks_ready()"), the other is adding events.

Synchronizing can be done easily by counting the number of tasks. This means we have a

tuple "('task_count', «count»)". The master increase the value ofthe counter when adding

a task, and the workers decrease it if a task is executed. When the value of the counter is zero,

all task are executed. However, this tuple is accessed by all processes, so it has to migrate a

lot, which is expensive.

A second way to synchronize is done by the master only. It can use TRY_READO to test

whether the event queue is empty. When it return false, the queue is empty.

Adding an event to the event queue means creating a new tuple. This is done in "delay":

delay(d,output) ::

IF (d == 0)

THEN out((eventqueue', simtime!, (subtime+l)!, output!);

ELSE out((eventqueue', (simtime+d)!, O!, output!);

The variables «simtime» and «subtime» are local copies from the master values, they

are read when a new task is fetched.

3.5 Data

The pseudo code in the previous section contains only the simulation algorithm. However to

execute a module, the data of the modules is needed also. In this section we will see how

the transport of it can modelled. The data is divided into two parts, the design struct and

the instanee struct(see sec. 2.2.2; pg. 7). Both data structs contain statie data and dynamie

data. Statie data includes the behaviour of a module. It does not change during a simulation.

Dynamic data however, depends on the state of the simulator and most of all on the simulation

time.

3.5.1 Statie

Statie data can be distributed to all processors at setup time. Modelling this in the master

is easy using Linda :

setup_sim_m: :

FOR ALL Stat ic_data DO

out ( ( (stat ic_data' " data!, value!);

To avoid communication during the simulation, all workers can make a copy of the static

data:
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setup_sim_w: :

FOR ALL Stat ic_data DO {

read("static_data', , ?data, ?value);

store_data_local(data!,value!);
}

Most of the data contain pointers however, they can not be sent to remote processors, since

there are meaningless there. To avoid the pointers, all objects are numbered. The instance

and design struct have an extra field, called "iel" (see sec. 2.2.2; pg. 7).

Instead of sending a behaviour to a remote process, its number and the filename are sent.

With these, the remote workers can read the behaviour itself and identify it with the number.

Also all nets which are connected to the module (ports) can be numbered. They can be num

bered when reading the behaviour. The first port declared in the behaviour-file is numbered

1, the second 2, etc. Because all workers and the master read the same file, all processes use

the same numbers to identify a port. The port-numbers are statie. but the values of the nets

are not of course. The net values are handled in the next section.

3.5.2 Dynamic

Net values are not static. Those values have to be re-distributed during simulation. Also

state variables (and actual parameters) have to be distributed during simulation. Local data

however, is valid during one execution of a behaviour only. It is not necessarily to distribute

them during a simulation. They only have to be reset to their default values. The default

values are statie, and will be distributed at setup time.

To model the state variables, normal tuple assignments can be used. However to miniIllize

communication, it is possible to read the value just before we start execute_behaviour , and

restore the value thereafter. During execute_behaviour local copies can be used.

in the worker:

read("state", instance_no!, ?values);

execute_behaviour();

out("state" instance_no!, values!);

Net values can not be treated exactly the same as state variables, because of the following

reasons:

• A net connects several modules. It is not a "part" of one module, like a state variabIe.

• The wires of a bus that are connected to a module can be different on every instance.

Also the number of lines that are connected can differ.

• The net values "flow" from module to module, however the modules have no information

about this.
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• When assigning new net values, they are not valid immediately, but after some delay.

• When a new net value is assigned, some modules have to be evaluated.

As with the sequential Escape, this problem ean be solved in two parts. First, when new values

are assigned, they are stored in the event queue. At the right time, the values are assigned

to the nets, after which the modules ean be evaluated. Seeond, the mapping between output

and input ports is statie. When a output changes, it is easy to determine whieh inputs are

conneeted to this port. This part is already done in the master algorithm on page 24. Only

the transportation from the data has to be added. Moving the output data to the event queue

is similar.

Moving the information from the event queue to the inputs, implies that the data has to be

distributed. We ean use Linda tuples to store all net values. For eaeh single line a tuple is

needed. The values of a bus ean be paeked into one tuple. The modules ean not aeeess those

tuples direetly, beeause the name of those tuples are not stored in the modules. There are

two solutions possible:

1. All nets are given an unique name. The name of all eonneeted nets are part of the

instanee data. If a module needs a net value, it ean get it from the general data (tuple)

structure.

2. Before a module is evaluated, the data is eopied from the general data structure to

a loeal data strueture of that module. In the data structure all neeessarily data is

eolleeted. This data structure ean use loeal names.

To miniInize the number of eommunieations, it is best to send all net values to a proeess with

one message. With the seeond solution, this ean be done. The first solution fetches data

when needed, so more messages are needed. Besides, the seeond solution ean use an easier

naming seheme, beeause the scope of a name is limited to a module.

In the same way, new net values (generated with a delay statement) ean be temporarily stored

in a loeal data structure and be sent with one messages to the event queue.
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Communication

4.1 Introduction

Because the granularity of Escape is fine, the communication speed is important. Commu

nication always introduces overhead. if this overhead is too high, distributed processing is

slower than local processing. The sum of overhead and remote processing time, divided by

the number of (active) processes has to be smaller than the local processing time, to increase

performance. For Escape, this value has to be less than 7 millisecond when "Kulisch" is sim

ulated and less than 4 millisecond to simulate "Life".

For communication over a LAN, those values are very low. We need maximal network perfor

mance to achieve those values. For this reason two networks are tested, an Apollo token-ring

and an Ethernet LAN. Both tests will be discussed in this chapter. Because the first measure

ments on the Apollo-ring were an indication of too less performance, it is tested only partia1.

Therefore only the results of the Ethernet are presented.

In Unix, communication can be done with sockets. A socket is an abstract level of communi

cation, it can be compared with files.

We have used "ALINET, SOCK_STREAM" sockets, they provide areliabIe, bi-directional byte

stream. These sockets also will be used for the distributed version of Escape. An introduction

on sockets can be found in [Fro89].

4.2 The test program

The communication of Escape has been modelled in a test program, called "Ping-Pong". It

uses a master-slave model; Ping is the master and Pong the worker.

Pong is very simple (see alg 4.1): it waits for a message from Ping, makes some (dummy)

calculations and responded with a return message. The calculation simulates the evaluation

of a module; the execution time is equal to the average execution time of execute_behavioU1",

when Kulisch is simulated. One or more Pongs can be used during a test run.

29
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PangO
{

receive_pingO;
calculate(nathing);
send_back("pang");

}

CHAPTER 4. COMMUNICATION

Algorithm 4.1: Pong, the worker

Ping, the master proeess (alg. 4.2), communicates with the workers by sending and reeeiv

ing messages. The behaviour of the program ean be controlled with 3 parameters; these

parameters are used to model different aspects of the communication behaviour of Escape.

grain: This is the maximal number of messages which ean be transmitted before Ping and

Pong are synehronized. After eaeh «grain» messages, Ping suspends sending mes

sages, until all messages from all workers are reeeived.

This simulates the number of modules whieh have to be evaluated in one subtime.

max_pending: This is the second synehronizing parameter, it is the number of non-aeknowledged

messages whieh may be sent to a worker. Although this parameter ean have a different

value for all workers, they usually are equal.

With this parameter the queue length of the workers is eontrolled. The queue length

has to be bound, otherwise the master will fill up all queues until «grain» messages

are sent. Then workers ean become idle while other workers have a lot of messages on

there queues.

#workers This parameter is used to test whether the total exeeution time deereases if more

workers are used,

Ping always sends 1000 messages. The time between sending the first and reeeiving the last

message is measured. Not the epu-time but the real-time is measured, beeause the first one

does not include the eommunication overhead. Beeause real-time is measured, the test has

to be done on a idle system, only system proeesses are allowed. Otherwise the measurements

are not reproducible.

The aeeuraey of the results is one second.

4.3 Expectations

The expected exeeution time of Ping-Pong depends on the parameters. Not the exact value of

the exeeution time is important, but the dependenee of the exeeution time on the parameters.

Whenever the overhead is not eonsidered, the exeeution time should be minimal when:
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PingO
{

int Max = 1000;
int tot_send=O;
int pending[]={O,O, ... };

start_timerO;

main_Ioop:
vhile (tot_send < Max) {

for (vorker = 1; vorker <= MAX_WORKER; vorker++) {
if (pending[vorker] < MAX_PENDING)

send(vorker, lIpingII) ;
pending[vorker]++;
tot_send++;
if «tot_send y. GRAIN) ==0) goto synchronize;

}
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}

if (response()) receiv9_pongs();
}

synchronize:
receive_all 0 ;
if (tot_send < Max) goto main_Ioop;

# pending[v] viII be decreased

}

Algorithm 4.2: Ping, a simple master
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• the grain is maximal. In this case the number of synchronizations is minimal.

grain values have more effect than high values, because synchronization is done

times.

Low
100.0
gra~n

• the number of messages on the queue of each worker is always one. Then no workers

become idle. However the total number of messages is maximal «grain». Thus

when the queue-length is more than one, a worker can become idle, while there are still

messages in other queues. To achieve a queue-length of one, max_pending has to be

optimal.

• the number of workers is maximal.
If «grain» is lower than the number of workers, the number of active workers can

not be more than «grain».

The minimal execution time also is bound by the speed of the master. If the first message can

be received before the master has sent a message to all workers, minimal execution time is

achieved. Then increasing the number of workers, decreasing the number of synchronization

or optimizing the queue-length has no effect: the master is the bottleneck.

4.4 Testing

Network performance is tested on an Apollo multi token-ring network and on an Ethernet

LAN. The Apollo ring connects several types of Apollo workstations, the Ethernet LAN

connects one HP9000/750 and four HP9000/720 systems.

Theoretically, a token-ring is faster then an Ethernet, but the HP-computers are much faster.

Whether the total performance (computing and networking) of the Apollo-ring or the Ethernet

LAN is better is unknown.

Two tests have been done, the first one to measure the global performance of the network.

In this test the two synchronization parameters are roughly chosen between 1 and 32 for

max_pending , and between 1 and 100 for grain. For max_pending the values 1, 2, 4, 8, 16

and 32 are used, for grain 1,3, 10,33 and 100.

The number of workers was varied between 1 and 5 for the Ethernet LAN, and 1 and 6 for

the Apollo ring.

Because the first test demonstrates the optimal network performance is achieved when both

max_pending and grain have a low value (see sec. 4.5), a second test has been done with

those values. With that test the performance of the network is tested for all values between 1

and 20, for both max_pending and grain.

As with the first test, the number of workers was varied between 1 and 5 for the Ethernet
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L
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L
1 werker, execut.l0n tune !z-ax.l.): 22.)))) -z- a1.6661

L
3 vorkenl: executlon tUI\C' (z-a;o;ll1); 13 -z- 31

L
~ werkers: eXeCl.ltlon tlme (z-aXll!l): 14 -z- 42.3333

X-aXHI ",raln: 1, 3. 10. 33, 100.

2 werkers: exe-cutlon tlllle (Z-8X18): 17.6667 -z- 79

4 werker.: exe-cutlon tlme [z-axlsl: 11 -z- 30.3333

(; werkers: executlon time (z-axisl: 12 -z- 36.3333

L

Figure 4.1: Test 1, on the apollo ring
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LAN. On the Apollo ring this test has been done with 1 and with 3 workers. Because the

results of this test on the Apollo ring ware a indication of very unpredictable cOllununication

delays, this test has not been continued.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Global test

The results of the first test are presented in fig 4.1 (Apollo ring) and fig 4.2 (Ethernet LAN).

On the Apollo ring the fastest test result is llms if 4 workers are used. If 5 or 6 workers

are used, the fastest tests are even slower (14ms and 12ms). Almost no speedup is achieved,

because the (dummy) calculation without any communication cost about 12ms.

The results of the Ethernet are better: the fastest result costs 4ms with 5 workers. However,

for some combinations of «grain» and «max_pending» the execution time is higher than

expected. When «max_pending» is set to 1, the performance is always about 5ms. Only

if one worker is used, the performance is worse; This occurs if #workers is set to 1, or if the

grain is 1.

As the figures demonstrate the initial expectations are not correct. The relation between the

parameters and the execution time is not simple to predict. Especially the Apollo ring has

unpredictable communication delays. Also the overhead on that LAN is too high to speed up

Escape.

The communication delays on the Ethernet LAN are more predictabIe and the results of the

test demonstrate that a speedup is possible. However, the synchronization parameters need

to be low! The second test will also demonstrate this.

4.5.2 The second test

As mentioned before, the complete second test is done only on the Ethernet LAN. The Apollo

ring results will not be presented nor discussed, my research is concentrated on the Ethernet

LAN.

In fig. 4.3 the results of this test are given, the diagrams are presented for one to five workers.

The surface of each diagram can roughly be divided into three parts: one boundary line can

be drawn at "grain = 1 * #workers +1" and one at "grain = 2 * #workers" .

At the second boundary, the execution time is high. When then the «grain» is in

creased, the execution time decreases. In that area the execution time is not depending on

«max_pending». Between "grain = 0" and first boundary, the execution time also de-
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IDaJLpendinq: i: executlon time (Z-aXl8) ~.J3333 -z- 17

"wul_pendlnq: 16; ellKutlon tufte (Z-allHI) 4 -z- 66.3333

X-ax18 qraln: 1. 3. 10. 33. 10D.
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II'l.tlX_pendlnç': 2; executlon time (7,-axia) ~.JJJ3J -z- 20.3333

lII.a~pendl.n9': 32: executlon tUll.e (2.-8X18) 4 -z- 66.JJJJ

Y_axu~ : no of worJ\core: 1, 2, 3. 4. ~.

Figure 4.2: Test 1, on the Ethernet LAN
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X-alt i_ orBin:

1, 2. J. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 10,

11, 12. 13, U, 15, 16, 17. 18. U, 20.
Y-alti. mallt_pendlno:

1. 2. J. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9 Hl,

11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16, 17. 1tI. 19, 20.

2 workere: execution tiftle (z-axia): 8.33333 -z- 40

4 workera: eltecution time (z-axle): 4 -:z- 25
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1 worker: execution time (z-.xi.): 16.3333 -z- 67

3 workere: e}l;ecution time (z-8I1:i.): 5.33333 -z- 3].3333

5 worker.: execution time (z-altia): 3.66667 -z- 23.3333

Figure 4.3: Test 2 (on the Ethernet LAN)
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creases with increasing «grain» and is not depending on «max_pending». Only with

one worker a second (loca!) maximum can be found in this area.

Between the two boundaries, the execution time is irregular and depending on «max_pending».

The maximal execution time lays within this area, or on the second boundary. Minimal exe

cution time is found at the first boundary.

This partitioning is not correct when «max_pending» is 1 or 2, while the maximum number

of pending messages is "« max_pending» *#11Iorkers", which is never reached for low values

of «max_pending».

The ribs, which can be seen in the diagrams are probably due to some kind ofinternal buffering

of the underlying communication layers. Generaily speaking, if the system combines severa!

smail messages into a bigger one, which is transmitted, the network is used more efficiently.

When the (window) buffer is fuil and one message is added, aliasing acquires. This could

explain the ribs in our figure.

Although internal buffering gives better results on the average, in our case, Escape would

slow down. When we compare the six diagrams, we notice that the execution time for the

third area (above "2 *#11Iorkers") does not depend on the number of workers. Increasing the

number of workers does not result in faster performance.

Minimal execution time is found when synchronizing is done after #1110rkers , or In other

words: only one message should be send to every worker, then synchronizing should be done.

(grain = #workers; max_pending = 1)

4.6 Minimal communication time

A similar test as the second one is done to measure the minima! communication time on the

Ethernet LAN. This is done by skipping the calculations in the worker. This test also is a

simulation of Escape with very simple module-behaviours. (see fig 4.4)

The results of this test are similar to those of the second test. There are two differences:

1. While no ca!culation is done, all times are decreased. The minimal time is just below

one second when one worker is used. With two or more workers it is rounded to zero.

2. The irregular area has disappeared. Until "2 * #11Iorkers" the shape is flat; at "2 *
#11Iorkers+ 1" the maxima! execution time is reached. Behind that boundary, execution

time decreases with increasing «grain» values.
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X-altiB 9r.in:

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 'J 10,

11, 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. 19. 20.

V-axi. ; maJLpendin9:

I, 2, 3. 4. 5. 6, 7, 8, 9 10,

11. 12, 13, 14, 15. 16, 17, 18. U. 20.

::I workers; execut.iCln t:.ime (z-Blxis): 0 -z- 40

4 werkers: execution time (z-.xis); 0 -z- 5.33333
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1 worker: execution til!le lz-.xis): 0.666667 -z- 67

3 vo['kers: execution time (%-."'i81: 0 -z- 28.6667

5 werkers: exec:ution time (Z-8"'18): 0 -z- 1.66667

Figure 4.4: Minimal communication time
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With five workers the exeeution times are too low for reliable conclusions, but the

boundary seems to be disappeared.
The measured times in this test are of the same order as the resolution. Therefore, the test is

not reliable. More reliable test would require a higher number of messages e.g. 10000 instead

of 1000. In practice this is not possible, beeause the time needed to perform sueh a test is

unrealistic1 •

4.7 Conclusions

Tests on the Apollo ring demonstrate that the communication overhead is unpredietable, but

even the fastest results were too slow for a fine grained program as Escape.

The Ethernet eommunication delays are better predictable. Also this LAN is faster. Although

the minimal eommunication delay measurements are not exact, the minimal delay seems to

be less than a milliseeond. This is better than expeeted.

Beeause some kind of internal buffering is done with the messages, the fastest communieation

is not aehieved with high number ofmessages, but when the number ofpending events is low.

lWhen 10000 messages are sent, a resalutian af O.lms is abtained. Hawever, the test with 5 warkers wauld
require abaut 16 haurs! And that test is the fasted ane.
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Towards a parallel Escape

In this ehapter we will diseuss and define the new distributed version of Escape. This new

version will use a distributed simulator. It will be based on the results of previous three

ehapters. However, It is not implemented yet.

A simulation ean be divided into two phases. In the first phase, the simulator is initialized.

In the seeond phase, the simulation is being done. During the first phase all statie data is

transmitted, unique name giving is done, etc.

The seeond phase takes the most time, so this phase has to be optimized.This phase will be

diseussed in the major part of this ehapter. Only seetion 5.5 will discuss the first phase.

5.1 Master-slave

Beeause Escape is not a simulator only and only the simulator is distributed, there will be one

proeess that eontains the major part of the program, like the editor. Also, initial data will

be eolleeted in that proeess. That proeess will be ealled "master", the others will be ealled

"worker". The workers are needed only for simulation.

Naming 1 The process that contain the schematic-entry part of the program is called the

Master. This is the process the user interacts with. The other processes will be called workers.

As been shown in ehapter 4, point to point communication ean be done best by alternating

send and reeeive requests. Beeause of this reason, workers are not allowed to eommunieate

with eaeh other directly. When workers would send messages to eaeh other, a reeeiving

worker would be foreed to send a reply back, otherwise the next message of the sending

worker would be delayed. However, this introduces extra network load, messages and system

overhead, whieh should be avoided.

Allowing only messages between master and worker, is not really arestrietion. Beeause

workers have to send animation requests to the master anyway, sending data to the master is

eheap. Data ean be added to those messages. If this is really needed, data between workers

ean be routed through the master.

41
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Part of the animation is colouring the nets. To give nets the right eoloUf, the master has to

know all net values. Beeause this, all workers are foreed to send all (ehanging) net values

to the master. Again, adding data to messages is eheap, so a worker also ean send other

(dynamic) data to the master. As result, all dynamie data is stored in the master.

However, part of the data ean be duplieated in some workers. When a worker sends data

to the master, the data ean be "eaehed" in that worker. On reeeiving data, the master ean

store which worker has sent it. When sending data, the master ean look up whether the

worker has correct data. If it does, the data does not have to be transmitted again. To make

advantage of this, the seheduler ean use this "eaehe-valid" information, to make a sehedule

that minimizes data eommunieation.

While all data is eolleeted in the master, the simulation algorithm ean be eoded in the master

also. This results in a master-slave type of parallelism. The workers will be slaves, all they

do is reeeive eommands, exeeute them, and send the results back to the master.

Resolution 1 A master-slave type of parallelism will be used.

The workers will be slaves.

5.2 Communication

Communieation between the master and the workers is done with messages. A message from

the master to a slave will consist of a eOlllmand and a data list. Real-messages consist of one

or more messages, which are paeked into one transmission. Whenever there is no confusion

possible, we will use "message" for both. However only real-messages will be transmitted.

The messages from worker to the master will look alike, and will be ealled the answer.

Definition 1 A message eonsist of a eommand followed by data.

example 1:

"exeeute_behaviour «module» «data»"

Definition 2 Several messages ean be paeked into one real-message. Only real-messages

will be transmitted.

Naming 2 A real-message from master to worker will be ealled a task.

One from worker to master, an answer.

As been shown with the ping-pong programs (section 4), eommunieation messages are delayed

when the master sends more than one (real-) message to a worker. So a real-message may

only he send after the prior one is handled.
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Definition 3 A worker is idle when the number of task sent to that worker is equal to the

number of answers received from that worker.

A worker, which is not idle, is called busy.

Resolution 2 The master may only send tasks to idle workers.

A little test has shown, that the exact number of bytes in a message has, for short messages,

no or a little influence on the communication delay. This depends on the size of the TCP

buffer, normally up to a few hundred bytes can be packed into one message. So it is best to

pack as much messages as possible into one real-message. During simulation, one real-message

will be send to simulate one module. All results also can be sent back in one real-answer.

Resolution 3 For evaluating one module, only one task is sent. The worker responds with

one answer.

5.3 Scheduling

The master differs slightly from the sequential Escape. Some of the data structure have

to be changed and the initialization of the simulation has to be changed. Furthermore the

scheduler has to be changed. Loop 3 and 4 have to be changed into an algorithm for a

distributed scheduling. In the old version, there is no real scheduler. All events are placed

on the queue in pseudo-random order. The old Escape handles them to the order the appear

on the queue, hence not-deterministic. A event is an output change. Therefore handling one

event, means evaluating all modules which depend on that output. Whenever that module is

already evaluated, it is skipped.

In the master, first all modules which have to be evaluated are determined. Then they are

scheduled across all workers. Possibly, the master evaluates some of them itself.

When scheduling, there a several (side) conditions:

• When multiple simulation-Ianguages are supported, not all tasks can be send to all

workers. Some workers will support only one language, while others support several.

AIso, it is possible that some dedicated workers (for e.g. VHDL) share one processor

with other workers. If the dedicated worker is needed, the other worker on that system

has to be used less. All workers on one processor can be seen as one super-worker.

• Because the workers cache data, modules can be evaluated best on the same worker as

before. However, this should be applied not too strictly. Only the length of a message

is influenced, which is a minor contribution to the communication delay.

• Before the simulation (sub-) time is increased (loop 2/3), all workers have to be idle.

So, best performance is obtained when all workers finish at the same time. This can be
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done (as heuristic) by scheduling fast modules after the slow modules. However, short

jobs are difficult to select .

• When the network load is high, the master can decide to evaluate some modules itself.

Especially, when all workers are idle and there is only one job left, this last job can be

done best in the master. This saves two communication (delays).

As mentioned above, only one task may be sent to every worker. For maximal performance,

a task should be sent immediately after receiving an answer. This should be done simultane

ously with doing the animations, and evaluating modules in the master. In a multi-threaded

environment this could be done asynchronously. However, the current operating system sup

port no threads. This means the master has to poll frequently whether there are some received

answer or not.

When the polling frequency is to low, the workers will be idle unnecessarily. When polling to

fast, epu-time is wasted. The best polling frequency is not decided yet.

Basically the scheduler algorithm will be the same as used in Ping (see sec. 4.2; pg. 31), with

max_pending set to one. The value «grain» is set to the number of modules which have

to be scheduled in that subtime. (see algorithm 5.1)

5.4 Data storage

Both programs, the master and the worker, will have to store the data of modules. All data

is stored in the master, while a worker only needs to store data during the execution of one

task. Also the worker can cache data when it is finished with a task. The data structure of

the master will basically not change. However an interface is needed to put the data into

messages.

In the worker the data structure has to be changed. A symbol table with pointers to net

values can not be used. Only data belonging to a module can be accessed.

5.4.1 Worker

In the worker, a symboltable data structure like in the sequential version of Escape can not

be used efficiently. Because this is not possible, some of the simulation functions (the c1ass

F _FUNCTION ) will have to change. Those functions will be called complex.

Naming 3 The functions that are needed for executing the statements in the (lisp-like) sim

ulation language, are called simulation-functions.
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schedule 0: :
{

# this code replaces loop 3 and 4 in the old Escape

FOR ALL events_on_current_subtime() DO {
Get_event(?output);
FOR ALL input_connected_with(output!) DO {

Get_input(?module);
Put_in_task_bag(module!);

}

}

# now all modules to execute in bag
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While not_all_module_done() DO {
FOR ALL idle(?workers) DO {

Calc_good_schedule(?module);
Send_task(module!,worker!);
polLworkers_ 0 ;

}

# This determines the schedule order.

# This is a asynchronous function !!

}

Wait_until_all_background_processes_ready
}

Algorithm 5.1: Scheduling in the master

Definition 4 A complex function is a simulation-function that accesses data directly or a

simulation-function that pr'oduces (a part of the) answer.

example 2:

The functions (needed for simulation-statement) FDelay ("delay"), Fassign ("setq") and

FsymboLvalue (all "variabIe fetching") are example of complex functions. Also all ani

mation functions are complex.

Algebraic functions, like Fadd ("+") are not complex.

Resolution 4 In the worker, the complex functions have to change, the other' simulation

functions in the worker will not change.

A worker will receive the data needed for evaluating a module, in a byte-stream. To store

this data, an array can be used. While there are several types of data, e.g. state-variables

and terminal data, it is best to store the data into a few arrays, one array for every kind of

data. The array index can be used to identify the data. While all complex-functions only act
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polLworkers()::
{
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WHEN message {
Receive_message(?answer);
Do_in_Background(Procces(answer!)); # Animation etc. is done concurrent!

}

}

Algorithm 5.2: Polling the workers is done asynchronously

on one kind of data, or the kind of data is stored explicitly in the code, the array index is

unique, within a worker. However, the index has also he unique glohally. This can he done

hy assigning the numhers when reading the hehaviour. The first terminal mentioned in the

file get numher 0, the second 1, etc. In the same way, state-variahles, local data etc. are

numhered. To insure the numhering is unique, all workers and the master have to read the

same file.

Notation 1 var is short for one of: tenninal, local-data, state-data or actual. Every var

has his own data.

Resolution 5 For every kind of var, a separate array is used to store data in the worker. A

var is identified with a number. Those numbers are assigned when reading the behaviour. To

ensure all number are globally unique, all processes have to read the same file.

Definition 5 Numbering the vars is done by counting them. All types of vars are counted

separately. The first var of every type get number O. the second 1, and so on.

A worker will cache all data it sends to, or receives from, the master. But, only the master

can decide whether the cached data is valid. If the master sends a task to the worker, it only

needs to send the changed data. However, when the major part of the data is changed, it can

also send all data.

Since the master assumes all workers cache all data, not-changed data will usually not he

retransmitted. This implies all workers are forced to cache, otherwise data may get lost.

Resolution 6 All workers must cache all data they receive or transmit. When this is not

done, data can be lost. The master stores which data is valid.

If ever a worker is needed, that can not cache , the master will have to change. This can he

done, hy forcing the master to store "cache invalid" for all data of that particular worker.

The complex functions that access data will he different compared to the same functions in

Escape.

Instead of fetching data from the symhol tahles and the net-data structure, they will use
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arrays. The data of all vars ean be aeeessed with it the number of that var as index to the

array of that type.

5.4.2 Master

In the master, the symbol tables ean still be used. In this way, it is easy to simulate some

modules in the master; the old code ean be re-used. For eommunication with the workers,

two translators are needed. One to get data out the symboltables and put it in a task. And

one to unpaek a answer and store the data from reeeived answers in the symbol tables.

This transformation ean be done in two ways. First, it is possible to aeeess the symboltables

direetly when a message is send or reeeived. Second, a temporally array ean be used. The

last method is simpIer, however the data has to be copied twice.

The data structure in the master has to be extended with "valid eaehe" information. This

ean be done by storing whieh workers eontain the last version of every var (or var-array). In

this way, all data is effectively eaehed in at most one worker. Usually, this will be satisfiable.

However better, but more complex, algorithms ean be used. If better eaehe-valid algorithms

are used, messages will be shorter and their eommunieation times will deerease.

5.5 Initialization

Before real simulation ean be started, some initialization has to be done. This inc1udes reading

the behaviours and setting up the module data structure. The initialization of the workers

is triggered by the master, whieh sends special tasks to the workers, like "read behaviour

«design_id» «filename»" .

Definition 6 A simulation cycle consists of two pa1'ts. Before the first module can be eval

uated, initialization is done. This pe1'Îod is called setup-time, the period thereafter real

simulation (time).

Naming 4 Tasks, the master has to send to the workers for setting up, are called special

task. A special-task does not require an answer. Only the last special-task has to be answered.

example 3:

Tasks with eommands like "read behaviour', "store default local-vars" and "make module-data

structure" are special.

If these are implemented sueh that no answers are needed, the setup-time messages ean be

delayed a little due to the internal buffering. This is allowed during setup-time.
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vorker_prototype()::
{
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FOR ever DO {
read_task(?command, ?parameters);

SWITCH (command) {

# Some special-tasks
case OP_CLASS:

read_behaviour(); make_design(); break;
case OP_MAKE:

make_instance(); break;
case OP_FILL:

read_instance_data(); break;

# Other tasks
case OP_UPDATE:

read_changed_data(); break;
case OP_EXEC:

vorker_execute_behaviour(); break;
}

}
}

Algorithm 5.3: Prototype of the workeI'

Resolution 7 During setup-time, all workers will be initialized. This is done by sending

special-tasks to all workers. Only during this setup time special-tasks may be send.

5.6 Prototype worker

To test whether the 7 resolutions are sufficient, a prototype workeI' is implemented (alg. 5.3).

This prototype workeI' does not receive the tasks from a soeket, hut reads them from standard

input. Also it uses standard output to print the answers. In this way, this prototype can he

tested easily, hy typing the task and reading the answers.

This prototype workeI' is not a full implementation of a workeI', not all complex-statements

can he evaluated. Animation statements are not included, as are e.g hitvector statements.

The prototype workeI' does not use real-messages, and violates resolution 3. Instead ofpacking

messages in real-messages, the messages itself are "transmitted" (read or printed). By this,

testing the prototype is easier.

Resolution 7, which demands setup-time is done hefore real-simulation start, is not imple-
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mented in the prototype worker. Again this is done to simplify testing. However, this reso

lution is not necessarily for a worker. The master has to ensure this.

Aside from the exceptions mentioned above, the resolutions are fulfilled. With the imple

mented tasks the worker can be completely controlled.
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Conclusions and future work

6.1 A distributed Escape

As has been shown in chapter 2, Escape has an implicit form of parallelism. However, the

granularity of the parallelism is fine, and therefore a distributed version might be hard to

develop.

The same problems also appear in some parallel (distributed) languages. A study resulted in

the following solutions for parallel languages:

• Do not use a centralmanager process. When this kind of process is used, it can be the

bottleneck of the system.

• Duplicate data, but only when needed frequently. By duplicating data, it can be found

locally instead of using expensive communication. However, when data are duplicated

to every process, synchronization and locking is time consuming

• Minimize communication. Communication is always expensive, therefore it is better to

do some extra calculations than one communication.

• Use reliable broadcast messages, when possible. When broadcast can be used, the

number of messages is lowered. However, most systems do not allow reliable broadcast.

Those solutions can not be used directly, because Escape is a simulator and not a parallel

compiler.

In Escape, a central manager process has to be used, because most of the internal data

are needed by the central part of the progranl. This will not be a bottleneck, if efficient

communication can be used. Data are duplicated by caching data in the workers. The length

of the messages is reduced in this way. However, measurements show that it gives only a

minor improvement.

Workers have to send net values to the master, because they are needed for animation. To

minÏInize communication, other messages and the net values have to be packed into one
message.

Broadcast messages are not considered, our system did not supply them. Emulation of them

is too expensive, because severalmessages have to be sent instead of one.

51
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As expected, the granularity of Escape is too low, to make a fast distributed version on a

network. Despite that, it is possible to make a distributed version. This version is defined,

but not implemented. Therefore no test results are known. The results of the test program

"Ping-Pong" predict that a distributed version of Escape will have eomparable speed as the

eurrent one.

In practice this means a distributed version of Escape ean be useful, beeause it is more flexible.

When the flexibility is not needed the old Escape is better, beeause that one is more efficient.

The distributed version of Escape uses a master-slave type of parallelism. Therefore it is

simple to program a new worker, that internal1y uses another evaluation algorithm. In this

way e.g. VHDL ean be used to deseribe a module. The modifieations for the master will be

minimal.

6.2 Future work

Although a distributed Escape is defined, it is not implemented yet. To implement a dis

tributed Escape, two proeesses have to be programmed. Firstly, the master has to be pro

grammed. To do this, the seheduler has to be implemented. Also data transformation has

to be done. Secondly, the workers have to be implemented. A prototype worker has been

made already. It only has a partial implantation of the complex functions. The other complex

functions ean be added easily.

Furthermore, the communication has to be ehanged. Now messages are transmitted, instead

of paeking them into real-messages.

After a distributed version of Escape is made, it ean be extended with one or more dedieated

workers. Exeept programming a worker, the master has to be ehanged to send all "special

modules" to a dedicated worker.

A third job, whieh ean be done is to improve the eOllllllunieation. As we have seen, the used

soekets do some internal buffering, which delay the communieation for Escape. Other soekets

may be more suitable for this kind of communication. This ean be studied.

Another way of improving communication is trying to fooI the networking. This ean be tried

by running two (or even more) workers on every system and alternate between them when

sending messages. With a little luek this ean be done without the internal buffering.

When hierarehical simulation is combined with distributed simulation a subcircuit ean be

considered as one task. The worker will extract the "leaf-modules" and evaluate them; net

values are loeal data for that sub-design.

In this way, the granularity is inereased and the eommunication overhead redueed. However,
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if the number of events is reduced in this way, the possibility exists that some workers are

idle, while others are evaluating complex sub-designs.

The latter can be avoided by expanding the sub-designs and schedule the leaf-modules like

normal modules. In this case, the overhead is still high.
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